
2015 seemed to whiz by, with many successful projects, legal services trainings, over 250 consumer education 
programs and a number of new consumer resources. Since 1983, California Advocates for Nursing Home 
Reform (CANHR) has been dedicated to improving the choices, care and quality of life for California’s long 
term care consumers and their family members. Through direct advocacy, community education, public 
policy and litigation, it has been CANHR’s goal to educate and support long term care consumers, their 
families and advocates regarding the rights and remedies under the law, and to create a united voice for 
long term care reform and humane alternatives to institutionalization.  Following are some of the highlights 
of CANHR’s work in 2015:

Residential Care For the Elderly (RCFEs)
On January 1, 2016, AB 601 (Eggman), the RCFE Suitability of Ownership bill, went into effect.  Sponsored 
by CANHR, AB 601 establishes specific suitability and disclosure requirements for applicants seeking a license 
to operate an RCFE. AB 601 requires applicants to submit information on ownership and prior ownership 
of any type of facility, in any state, including a history of compliance with applicable laws. It also requires 
the DSS to crosscheck the information provided by the applicant with the Department of Public Health, and 
allow DSS to deny or revoke a license for failure to disclose the required information. CANHR is grateful 
to Assembly member Eggman and her staff for their ardent advocacy. 

CANHR also continued to coordinate an RCFE Advocacy Coalition to provide feedback to the Department 
of Social Services, Community Care Licensing, on new regulation packages and implementation of the RCFE 
Reform Act bills of 2014.

Medi-Cal Recovery Reform
In February 2015, CANHR, with Western Center on Law and Poverty, presented a legislative briefing on 
Medi-Cal Recovery to legislative staff members in Sacramento to create a better understanding of SB 33 
(Hernandez), which CANHR is co-sponsoring with Western Center. SB 33 would reform the punitive Medi-
Cal recovery system and prevent low-income communities from losing their family homes. Although the 
Governor vetoed a previous and similar bill, his veto message left some hope that it could be signed in 
the next legislative session. SB 33 will be heard in 2016 and CANHR is working to persuade the Brown 
administration that forcing low-income citizens to sell their family homes or pay back Medi-Cal claims at 
7% interest destabilizes low-income communities and is simply poor public policy.
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Consumer Resources
CANHR developed several useful consumer resources in 2015, all of which are available free from CANHR’s 
website:

•	 Your Right to Leave: a Guide for Battling Forced Placement in Long-Term Care Facilities 
This booklet provides details on residents’ rights to be free from forced placement and gives guidance 
on remedies. “Your Right to Leave” is the second guide in a CANHR series, following “Your Right to 
Visit” about visitation issues in long-term care facilities and hospitals.

•	 Senior Scams Alert: A Financial Protection Guide for Seniors 
This consumer booklet focuses on how to identify the most common types of elder financial abuse 
scams: senior investment seminars, financial planning/trust/annuity workshop scams, reverse mortgages 
seminar scams, the VA Aid and Attendance Scams and other  “deals” too good to be true.

•	 Elder Financial Abuse Restitution Guide: How to Get Your Money Back 
This consumer booklet provides information and resources on how victims of elder financial abuse can 
obtain restitution.

Nursing Home Advocacy
CANHR v. Chapman: In this case, filed in 2013, the Alameda County Superior Court ruled nursing homes 
that give mind-altering drugs and withdraw life-sustaining treatment to “unrepresented” residents are violating 
the state constitution and must stop immediately. The Court found Health and Safety Code §1418.8, a law 
allowing nursing homes to make routine medical decisions for residents who lack mental capacity and do not 
have family or other surrogate decision-makers, facially unconstitutional for its failure to provide residents 
with any notice they had been determined “incapacitated” or that medical decisions were being considered 
without their input. The Court also held that the state constitution prohibits nursing homes from drugging 
residents or withdrawing life-sustaining treatment without more due process than Section 1418.8 provides. The 
court’s final writ of mandate was issued in early 2016 and the Department of Public Health has appealed, 
so a final outcome won’t be until at least the end of 2016. Professor Mort Cohen of Golden Gate University 
Law School, a long-time champion of civil rights and supporter of CANHR, brought the case.

CANHR v. Dooley: On November 9, 2015, CANHR (and three nursing home residents) filed this lawsuit, 
charging that the State Health and Human Services Agency is willfully violating federal laws that protect 
against dumping nursing home residents into hospitals. For years, California nursing homes have been sending 
Medi-Cal residents to acute care hospitals and refusing to allow them to return to the nursing homes where 
they reside, primarily to increase profits and make space for more lucrative Medicare and private pay residents.  
Federal law forbids this practice by requiring states like California to offer a readmission hearing that provides 
for the “prompt” readmission of residents. While the State provides a hearing, it is refusing to enforce the 
hearing decisions, leaving patients with no way to return home.  As a result of the facilities’ refusal to readmit, 
residents are forced to remain in expensive hospital beds that have cost Californians over $70,000,000 for 
unnecessary hospitalization costs. CANHR is represented by Matt Borden of BraunHagey & Borden LLP.

Complaint Appeals: Public-Private Partnership
CANHR’s vision in creating a unique public-private partnership of Ombudsman and elder abuse attorneys led 
to the extraordinary success of two complaint appeals to the Department of Public Health (DPH) in 2015. The 
complaints involved the death of two nursing home residents due to abuse and neglect, and egregious lack 
of enforcement by the DPH.  To prepare the appeals, CANHR paired the Los Angeles County Ombudsman 
program with local elder abuse law offices with experience in nursing home cases.  As a result of the 
collaboration, the families of the nursing home residents finally received justice when their appeals resulted 
in DPH’s issuance of high-level citations and fines.  



www.canhr.org
CANHR’s web site, www.canhr.org and its two search sites, nursing home guide and residential care guide, 
received over 33,000 visitors per month in 2015. These include consumers, legal services and private bar 
attorneys, long-term care professionals and others. The web site feedback form allows consumers to get 
answers to questions and referrals on a daily basis providing pre-placement counseling, information on 
resident and consumer rights, legal services support and referrals through our Lawyer Referral Services. All 
of the consumer fact sheets can be downloaded, and most are available 

Legal Services Support
As a qualified Legal Services Support Center, CANHR staff provided California’s legal services projects 
with on-site and webinar trainings, advocacy assistance and technical assistance. CANHR staff also assisted 
hundreds of individual clients referred by legal services programs and others on a variety of long-term care-
related issues. At the request of legal services programs, CANHR developed a consumer booklet: “Medi-Cal 
Recovery: What You Need to Know and How to Avoid Recovery” and distributed these free of charge via 
the legal services program network. A total of 11,000 booklets in English, Spanish, Chinese and Vietnamese 
were provided to legal services programs. The legal services staff distributed these in their communities 
as part of their outreach and education programs. These booklets are available free on CANHR’s website.

Public Policy Advocacy
VA Aid and Attendance, Anti-drugging campaign, Residential Care, Fiduciary Abuse, Nursing Homes:  
These are just a few of the substantive areas that CANHR staff worked on with government agencies and 
other advocacy groups in 2015, presenting workshops on elder financial abuse scams; co-hosting dementia care 
workshops to present alternatives to psychoactive drugs; and providing leadership at the state and national 
levels to reduce chemical restraints. In 2015, CANHR was interviewed in a three-part NPR series (Old 
and Overmedicated), by KQED (Calming Dementia Patients - Without Drugs.) CANHR staff also provided 
detailed comments on the proposed Veteran’s Administration regulations that would seriously restrict deserving 
veterans from receiving needed assistance and support, and provided comments on a number Department of 
Social Services, Community Care Licensing proposed policy and regulatory packages. 

Legislative Hearings: In February 2015, CANHR, with Western Center on Law and Poverty, presented 
a legislative briefing on Medi-Cal Recovery to legislative staff members in Sacramento to garner better 
understanding of SB 33 (Hernandez).  SB 33 would reform the punitive Medi-Cal recovery system and 
prevent low-income communities from losing their family homes. In March 2015, CANHR staff testified 
at the California Senate Judiciary hearing on probate conservatorships and CANHR’s Executive Director 
testified at an Assembly Joint Oversight hearing regarding the Department of Public Health Licensing and 
Certification Division’s poor oversight and enforcement of nursing homes, including the lack of response 
to complaints. At the request of various legislators, CANHR staff provided background information and 
assistance on legislation regarding elder abuse and long term care issues.

Awards/Recognitions
2015 Public Service Award: CANHR was selected to receive the National Consumer Voice for Quality 
Long-Term Care (Consumer Voice) 2015 Public Service Award for an organization whose work has profoundly 
expanded coverage and public understanding of long-term care issues. The award was presented at the awards 
luncheon during the Consumer Voice’s 39th annual conference in Arlington, Virginia on November 6, 2015. 
The Consumer Voice – formerly the National Citizens’ Coalition for Nursing Home Reform (NCCNHR) – 
has been the national voice for long-term care reform for many years, and CANHR is truly grateful for the 
recognition. It will inspire us to continue to advocate for better care.



2015 Gilbert Award: The National Center on Caregiving at Family Caregiver Alliance and The Rosalinde 
and Arthur Gilbert Foundation selected CANHR as the winner of the 2015 Rosalinde Gilbert Innovations 
in Alzheimer’s Disease Caregiving Legacy Award in the Public Policy category for our Campaign to 
Eliminate the Inappropriate Use of Psychotropic Drugs and Improve Dementia Care in Nursing 
Homes project. CANHR is particularly honored to receive recognition for our efforts in this area. The 
award was presented at a reception at the American Society of Aging Conference in Washington, D.C. on 
March 22, 2016.

Memorials
2015 was marked by the death of Thomas Ambrogi, a founding Advisory Board member of BANHR – 
“Bay Area Advocates”- the precursor to CANHR. Husband of CANHR co-founder, Donna Ambrogi, Tom 
was a fierce advocate for peace and justice throughout the world and was always generous with his time, his 
wisdom (and his home) in CANHR’s formative years. Tom’s loss leaves a hole in our hearts.

CANHR and nursing home residents also lost a friend and advocate with the death of Dr. Sherman Welden, 
a neuropsychologist who specialized in the care of geriatric and nursing home residents. Dr. Welden was 
an early advocate for better and accessible therapy and the reduction of the use of psychotropic drugs on 
dementia patients and worked with CANHR on this issue for a number of years. A unique and brilliant 
man, he will be sorely missed.

Financial Support
We sincerely thank the hundreds of CANHR supporters who sent individual donations to support CANHR’s 
work in 2015. We also thank the State Bar of California, Legal Services Trust Fund Program for their support 
through IOLTA and Equal Access grants.

CANHR’s annual financial statements are available through the California Attorney General’s Office web 
site https://oag.ca.gov/charities or upon request from the CANHR office.

Bequests in 2015 
The Leah Selix Trust 
The Margaret E. McConnachie Trust
The Gertrude Snider Schiffman Trust

Cy Pres Awards in 2015 
Shuts v. Covenant Holdco LLC,  Majors & Fox and McKenna Long & Aldridge LLP
Chandler et al., v. Long Beach Care Center, Inc., et al., Yeroushalmi and Associates
George E. Valentine II et al. v. Thekkek Health Services Inc., Stebner & Associates

A Special Thank You
CANHR’s work in 2015 was made possible by the support of thousands of individual members, donors 
and volunteers and by the time and expertise of CANHR’s LRS Advisory Committee and our Board of 
Directors. We owe a special thanks to these unique individuals. Nor could CANHR do its work without the 
contributions of the private bar, legal services staff and other long term care advocates who have donated 
time and expertise to our trainings and newsletters throughout 2015. For more information about CANHR’s 
work, Board and staff, see www.canhr.org.
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